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control over the mission schools, and finally greater energy in establishing government
schools. This process took place earlier in some territories than in others and with
greater zeal at some times and places than at others. Generally, imperial government
interest in education for the colonies took on momentum from the 1920s onward; the
real acceleration came after World War II, just before the independence movements
heralded the rapid decline of Western imperialism.
British government promotion of education had begun earlier in India than in
Africa, partly because governmental administration took over from the commercial
companies earlier, but also partly because Britain was faced with an ancient civilization
which, while heterogeneous in ethnic composition, exhibited widespread and massive
traditions of Hindu and Moslem literary and religious cultures that required centralized
attention. In contrast, the African territories consisted of much smaller ethnic and
linguistic groups with no highly developed or common literate tradition outside the
Arabic writing regions. Elsewhere, the oral tradition and the absence of formal
educational institutions enabled the British rulers to move more cautiously and indeed
to develop educational policies consonant with the administrative policy of indirect
rule. In general, this meant that as far as possible the traditional rulers, chieftains or
kings were maintained in nominal power while the British officials acted as advisers or
resident authorities.
After 1885 the British policy in Africa began to soft pedal the missionaries'
zeal for converting the whole way of life of Africans and to play up a policy of
adapting Western education somewhat more to the needs of the Africans. As we shall
see, this policy of adaptation had very rough going when it came to making education
more practical and less academic. In the first place, even the energetic government
officials were faced with what David G. Scanlon calls "the golden period of missionary
effort in Africa" in the years from 1880 to 1920.17 Still more patently the racialist
attitudes of the government officials as well as of missionary teachers seemed to
harden on the side of white superiority and black inferiority at about the time the
policy of adaptation began to appear. For their part, black Africans saw in adaptation
not a means to enable them to achieve equality with their rulers or to prepare them for
self-rule; they saw it as a means of keeping them in their inferior place.
Theoretically, in contrast to the British policies of indirect rule, the French
imperial policy was stated to be direct rule. All major officials, and indeed all minor
officials, who administered French kw and justice in the colonies were to be French-
men, and the law to be administered and the order to be maintained were to be French
law and order. Educationally, the principle of direct rule was to be assimilation of
Africans into French culture and civilization, not adaptation of French culture. In this
respect the French policy of assimilation through education was similar to that of the
missionaries who saw their task as conversion of Africans to Christianity and to
Western civilization.
In theory, too, the organized system of centralized education which had de-
veloped at home in France could conveniently and systematically be transferred to the
colonies overseas. The theory, however, was more easily stated than widely practiced.
17Scanlon, op. cit,p.6.

